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Last week, the carrier-subsidized costs of the HTC One X and One S in UK were unlocked. Now,
other news caught the attention, which is about SIM-free pricing of the two ultra-sleek smart phones
in UK as well as Germany. If you are residence of UK and are willing to experience the quad-core
prowess of One X without getting the restriction of commitment of a single network provider up to
two year, then you can get it as SIM free handset now at the price of Â£479.95. If you want to buy
the One S, then you will get it at a slightly cheaper price, i.e., Â£429.95.

The prices are available at Expansays database, but it is also possible that some retailers may sell
these smart phones at much less prices. If you are the citizen of Germany, then you may acquire
the HTC One X currently through pre-order for â‚¬599 at Saturn website. On the other hand, some
other online retailers are going to sell it at â‚¬577.15 with the shipping charges of â‚¬7.90. If you switch
to One S, then you may save the amount up to â‚¬100.

Both these devices are available with sophisticated features according and are capable to meet the
demands of todayâ€™s users. The One X is equipped with 8 MP snapper for capturing the pictures at
the resolution of 3264 x 2448 pixels. Moreover, the camera comprises of several high-end features
for taking the images with brilliant quality or at distinct locations. These features include autofocus,
LED flash, Simultaneous HD video & image recording, geo-tagging, face detection and smile
detection. On the other hand, GPRS and Wi-Fi also come available in the handset in order to
connect internet. The handset has no card slot, but you get a mammoth internal memory of 32 GB
inside. Media player, A-GPS and TV-out are some other features which are available under this
device.

On the other hand, the One S also comes with almost similar features except some differences. It is
also available with 8 MP camera, GPRS and Wi-Fi. Moreover, A-GPS, media player and TV-out can
be used in the One S also. Card slot is not available in this device also, but you get a good storage
space. Unlike htc One X deals @ www.mobilephonedealoffers.co.uk htc-one-x-deals.php which
boasts of 32 GB space, it comes with the internal memory of 16 GB. The availability of these
handsets as SIM free mobile phones will hopefully enhance the customer-base for HTC brand.

Click the best deal offers with mobile phone deals @ www.mobilephonedealoffers.co.uk
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